CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 BACKGROUND STUDY

Attendance is an evidence of a person’s presence. It now exists in everywhere such as institution, organisations, hospital, etc. It is so important nowadays in institution because penalty will claimed for the student that attendance is below 80 percent. From early days until now, most of the attendances in institution are still recorded manually by calling out the name one by one that carried on by lecturer. This seems to be wasting time especially when the number of student is huge. There is also the other way that is the lecturer will pass the attendance sheet to student one by one to sign beside their name. However, this way will lead to one drawback which is the student can help to sign for the student that are absence. Therefore, the only one solution to overcome this kind of problem is to manage the attendance automatically. Currently, the magnetic card is relatively common way to take attendance but magnetic care is fragile and easily lost. In order to avoid this issue, wireless attendance identification system based fingerprint module is introduced. Fingerprint has a lot of pros, such as unique, last forever, anti fake and everyone know how to use it. Basically, the fingerprint module is attached with Arduino UNO microprocessor and it will capture the fingerprint data and store into its own database. The Arduino microprocessor is control by the GUI (Graphical User interface) which created in computer. The interaction between GUI and Arduino microprocessor is wirelessly. GUI has a lot of advantages, it is easy to use especially for beginner, and unnecessary to learn complicated commands to run GUI and let you exchange data between different software applications.

In a nutshell, this system is to provide a more efficient way to manage attendance which allow user to record attendance faster and store in a safer place. With the overall concept of listing above, it is believed that the project of wireless attendance
identification system based fingerprint module will be able to solve problems regarding to low cost, high efficient and ease of installation design.

1.2 PROBLEM STATEMENT

Attendance is a state of being present at a place especially institution. Attendance is very important in institution. It represent how puncture is a person are in real life or working environment. From early until now, the attendances are still taking by our own as we sign on the name list that lecturer prepared and submit after signed. In this circumstance, some student may lead to help others absence student to take their attendance. Therefore, an accurate system is needed to be inventing to solve this problem. In order to have an accurate system, an ID is necessary, it means every student will have their own ID that can differentiate each student identity. Currently ID card is already introduced in our university, but ID card is perishable and easily lost.

Thus fingerprint biometric identification is introduced. Fingerprint is unique for everyone, so it is safe to use and also give accurate identity. However, this system will need a lot of wire to connect if it is installed in every class in institution. Therefore, the wireless communication is needed to interact between the system and the computer.

Lastly, we want the system to be easy to use that everybody in the world can learn how to use this system easily, we will create an user friendly GUI for this system.
1.3 PROJECT OBJECTIVE

The main objective for the project is to demonstrate a wireless attendance identification system that can automatically acquire our attendance. In order to accomplish the objective, there are situations need to be considered:

1. To develop a verification system on attendance marking
2. To acquire the data using fingerprint module and store the attendance in database
3. To display GUI system via computer
4. To interface Arduino Microprocessor with computer wirelessly

1.4 PROJECT SCOPE

The project consists of software and hardware part. The assembly of the hardware is completed. The installation for the software like Arduino IDE, Microsoft visual basic 6.0 and Microsoft access is needed for the project in order to achieve the goals.

- Create two databases that have relation in Microsoft access
- Programmed the Microsoft Visual Basic for Creating the graphical user interface
- Programmed the Arduino IDE software
- Try different WIFI module in wireless communication among Arduino UNO microprocessor, Microsoft access and the database.
- Analyze the signal sent by WIFI module to determine which is the most suitable one
- Stimulate and run the hardware
- Record and view the database in Microsoft access.